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Answer AII The Following Questions: .
[ 22 Mark]

(a1r I4]- Explan briefly the various methods for vibration control in machine tool structure,

(b)-l3l- Three boring machines generate noise level of 40 db and 50 db for the first and second

rrcnin"r and of unlinown noise level for the third machine. Determine the noise level of the third

machine if the noise level of the three machines together is given by 55 db.

(c)-t151- The mill ing machine of mass F= 400 kg, as shown in Fig.(1), is mounted on the isolator

rbOLf"b as springdamper set (K = 106 N/m and C = 8000 N.s1m). A driving motor is attached to

the machine vibraies due to the out of balance of its rotor which is equivalent to a force : Fm = 1200

sin 90t N.
1- Determine the mathematical modeling of the mill ing machine and lts amplitude (X*),

2- Design the proper isolator (Kt, Ct) to be connected to the machine tool of mass lrt = 1 kg such
that the amplitude of chatter within Umr" = 0.84 mm, take the frequency ratio (Z) = 1'5
3- Specify ihe proper damped dynamic absorber (mu , k. , cr) such that the permissible chatter is

Uper = 0 '7 mm.

Question Na.Q): [ 23 Mark]
Ar f+ Define the modal analysis and compare with the aid of neat sketches between the two
types of excitation of a prototype of a machine to obtain the FRF.

(b)- l18l- A mathematical model of a horizontal milling machine of knee type is shown in Fig.(2)

where '.4mt = In2 = 40 kg, 3kr - kz = 6x103 N/m, 3c1 = cz= 720 N.s/m .
1- Compute the natural frequencies and natural modes of the systems,

2- Construct and draw the frequency response function (FRF) for each modal,
3- Due to the corrective maintenance, some modifications in mass and stiffness elements

are: Amr = 3 kg, Amz = 5 kg, Ak1 = 20 N/m, Ak2= 49 N/m.
Compute the modified natural frequencies and natural modes of the systems.

Fig.(1) Fis.(2)



Question No.$.t:. J22 Markl

. a) t7.51 Write a short notes about the following:- - 
Receptance - Strain gauge - Force pick-up - Electro dynamic exciter - Threshold condition.

b) t7.51 Determine the dynamic cutting force coefficients (k1, k2, k3)'
cj iZl How can a production engineer estimate the chatter frequency?

Questi,gn.No.Hl: [ 23 Mark]

a) tB] Draw the 
'force polygon for representation of the dynamic cutting force components at the

limit of stability due to an excitation force by using polar coordinates.
b) t8l From the above drawing prove that:

tan O= C0 + Ps in  0
1 -  l t c o s  0

d) I7l What are the benefits of general stability charts of machine tools? How it can be
constructed?
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